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What is SUCCESS???
Continued expansion of 

happiness and the progressive 
realization of worthy goalsrealization of worthy goals

A journey, not a destination
Ability to fulfill our desires with 

effortless ease



What does Success includes???
 Good health
 Energy
 Enthusiasm for life Enthusiasm for life
 Fulfilling relationships
 Creative freedom
 Sense of well being
 Creation of wealth



How can we measure 
Success???
 Success can be measured by how 

effortlessly, how efficiently, we co-create 
with the universewith the universe

 Spirit lies at the source of all achievement 
in life

 The beauty of beginning at the source is 
the power that resides there- the power of 
our inner being, the power of our spirit





THE LAW OF PURE 
POTENTIALITYPOTENTIALITY



Understanding Self 
Power….
 Success in life depends on knowing who we 

really are
 Our internal reference point is our spirit, our 

true Selftrue Self
 Self power is true power
 Self power draws things that we want to us
 Self power magnetizes things, people, situations 

to support our desires



Knowing our Ego……

 Ego is not who we really are 
 The Ego is our social mask
 It is the role we are playingIt is the role we are playing
 It thrives on the approval of others
 It wants to control, because it lives in fear
 Ego is influenced by objects outside Self-

circumstances, people and things



How can you experience 
the Law of Pure Potential
 Practice silence and meditation- take time each day 

to be silent, to connect with your spirit, to just Be
 Practicing non judgment- Begin each day with the 

statement, “Today, I shall judge nothing that occurs, statement, “Today, I shall judge nothing that occurs, 
and throughout the day remind yourself of that 
statement each time you catch yourself judging”

 Spend time in nature- Silently observe the 
intelligence within everything. Watch a sunset, listen 
to the sound of the ocean, or simply smell the scent 
of a flower



THE LAW OF GIVING 
AND RECIEVINGAND RECIEVING



Know the Law…..
 The law of Giving and Receiving is Simple
 If you want love, learn to give love; if you want 

attention and appreciation, learn to give attention 
and appreciation

 Every relationship is one of give and take because  Every relationship is one of give and take because 
giving and receiving are different aspects of the 
flow of energy in the universe

 Money is a symbol of the life energy we give and the 
life energy we receive as a result of the service we 
provide to others

 The intension behind giving and receiving is the 
most important thing



Contd…..
 When the act of giving is joyful, when it is 

unconditional and from the heart, then the energy 
behind the giving increases many times over

 If we feel we have lost something through the act of 
giving, then the gift is not truly given and will not giving, then the gift is not truly given and will not 
cause increase

 In willingness to give that which you seek, you will 
keep the abundance of the universe circulating in 
your life

 Even the thought of giving like thought of blessing 
or a simple prayer has the power to affect others



Experience the Law of 
Giving and Receiving …
 Give a gift to everyone you encounter, be it a 

compliment, a flower or a prayer. This will begin the 
process of circulating joy and affluence in your life 
and in the lives of othersand in the lives of others

 Gratefully receive every gift that life offers you. Be 
open to receiving, whether it be a material gift from 
others, a compliment or a prayer

 Silently wish everyone you encounter happiness, joy 
and laughter. By giving and receiving the gifts of 
caring, affection, appreciation and love, you will  
keep wealth circulating in your life



THE  LAW  OF  
KARMA  OR KARMA  OR 

CAUSE  AND  EFFECT



The KARMA….. And the 
Law of Karma… 
 Karma is Action
 Consequence of the action
 Law of Karma implies the action of conscious choice 

makingmaking
 The fruit of Karma is happiness and success
 The best way to use karmic law is to step back and 

witness the choices you are making in every moment
 Use the Law of Karma to create money and the flow of 

all good things to you
 The more you become aware of your choices, the more 

you will make choices that are spontaneously correct-
both for you and for those around you



Applying the Law to the choices you’ve 
already made……

 Law says no debt in the universe ever goes unpaid
 If you want to transform your karma to a  more 

desirable experience, look for the seed of 
opportunity within every adversity and tie that 
seed of opportunity to your dharma or purpose of seed of opportunity to your dharma or purpose of 
life

 You can also transcend the seeds of your karma by 
becoming independent of it

 Every Action is a karmic episode as action generates 
memory, memory generates desire and desire 
generates action again



To experience the law of 
Karma….
 Witness the choices you make in every moment. 

The best way to prepare for any moment in the 
future is to be fully conscious in the present

 Whenever you make a choice, ask your-self two  Whenever you make a choice, ask your-self two 
questions: ”What are the consequences of this 
choice?” and “Will this choice bring happiness 
to me and to those who are affected by this 
choice?”

 Ask your heart for guidance, and be guided by 
its message of comfort or discomfort



THE LAW OF LEAST 
EFFORTEFFORT



Basis of the Law……
 Nature’s intelligence functions with effortless ease, 

with care freeness, harmony and love
 “Do less, and accomplish more”
 Miracle- an expression of the Law of Least Effort
 Least effort is expended when our actions are  Least effort is expended when our actions are 

motivated by love, because nature is held together 
by the energy of love

 Power of harmony and love
 We waste our energy chasing the illusion of 

happiness, instead of enjoying happiness in the 
moment



How can you put the Law of Least 
Effort into action???

Accept people, situations and events 
as they are, not as you wish they were 
in this momentin this moment

Take responsibility for your situation 
and for all the events you see as 
problems

To practice defenselessness



THE LAW OF 
INTENTION AND INTENTION AND 

DESIRE



The Law says……
 Our intentions and desires, when released in the field of 

pure potentiality, have infinite organizing power

 Inherent in every desire are the mechanics for its 
fulfillment, and these mechanics apply to desires 
reaching far beyond the physical body

 Energy and information exist everywhere

 Change is brought about by two qualities inherent in 
consciousness:  attention and intention

 The quality of intension on the object of attention 
orchestrates an infinity of details to bring about the 
intended outcome



Intention, Desire and Attention
 Intention is the real power behind desire because it is 

desire without attachment to the outcome
 Intention + detachment = intent in future
 Intention + detachment = attention in present
 Center yourself in the silent space between thoughts – in  

the essential state of beingthe essential state of being
 Release your intentions and desires with the expectation 

that they will bloom when the season is right
 Keep your desire to yourself only, don’t share them with 

anyone
 Relinquish your attachment to the outcome
 Let the universe handle the details



Experiencing the Law…..
 Make a list of your intentions and desires, and look 

at list before you go into silence, before you go to 
sleep at night and when you wake up in the 
morning

 Release your desires to the field of pure potentiality,  Release your desires to the field of pure potentiality, 
trusting it to handle all the details for you. Know 
that when things don’t seem to go your way, there is 
a reason

 Practice present-moment awareness in all your 
actions. Refuse to allow obstacles to consume your 
attention in the present moment



THE LAW OF 
DETACHMENTDETACHMENT



According to the Law…..
 The way to acquire anything in the universe is to 

relinquish our attachment
 Don’t give up intention
 Don’t give up desire
 The source of wealth- or of anything in the physical  The source of wealth- or of anything in the physical 

world- is the Self
 Detachment comes from an inner knowingness that 

we are a pattern of behavior of a higher intelligence
 Attachment implies, doubt and distrust in nature’s 

intelligence and its infinite organizing power
 This law doesn't interfere with goal setting  



Applying the Law…..
 Practice detachment involvement. Stay alert to the 

opportunity within every problem by letting go of 
your idea of how things should be

 Accept uncertainty as an essential part of your 
experience. In your willingness to accept experience. In your willingness to accept 
uncertainty, solutions will spontaneously appear

 Remain open to all possibilities and enjoy every 
moment in the journey of your life- all the fun, 
mystery and magic in the field of pure potentiality



THE LAW OF 
DHARMA OR DHARMA OR 

PURPOSE IN LIFE



Law tells us that…..
we are spiritual beings who have 

taken physical form to fulfill  a 
purpose

When we blend the unique talent When we blend the unique talent 
with service to others, we experience 
the ecstasy and exultation of our 
spirit . This is the GOAL of the GOALS



Components to the Law of 
Dharma
1. Each of us is here to discover  our true 

Self, to find out that we are spiritual 
beings or divinity in disguise

2. Each of us has a unique talent. Our talent 2. Each of us has a unique talent. Our talent 
is so unique that no one else alive has 
that talent, or that expression of that 
talent.

3. We are here to serve our fellow human 
beings with our talent.  



Things to do…..
 Nurture the divinity within you, the spirit 

animating your body and mind, by carrying the 
consciousness of timeless Being in the midst of time-
bound experience

 Make a list of your unique talents. Then list all the  Make a list of your unique talents. Then list all the 
things that you love to do while expressing these 
talents

 Ask yourself daily, ”How can I help?” and “How can 
I serve?” The answers to these questions will help 
you to serve your fellow human beings with love



Conclusion…..
The universal mind choreographs 

everything that is happening in 
billions of galaxies with elegant 

precision and unfaltering precision and unfaltering 
intelligence. Its intelligence 

permeates every fiber of existence-
from the atom to the cosmos. And 

this intelligence operates through the 
seven spiritual laws.




